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Abstract

We report experimental and quasi-experimental evidence from a “sharing economy” mar-
ketplace that transitioned from decentralized to centralized pricing. Centralized pricing
increased the utilization of providers’ assets, resulting in higher revenues but also higher
transaction costs. Barred from accessing the price system, providers made non-price
adjustments, including reducing the availability of their assets, canceling booked trans-
actions, and exiting the market. Providers who retained partial pricing control reacted
substantially less, but experienced similar revenue increases. We highlight the challenges
of implementing centralized pricing, and in assessing its welfare effects. We show that
partial control can mitigate these challenges, allowing providers to express their private
and heterogeneous preferences, while maintaining the benefits of centralization.
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1 Introduction

A fundamental question in the design of online platforms is how to best set prices. Early online

marketplaces, such as eBay and Amazon, delegated price-setting to users, implementing a

variety of decentralized mechanisms such as posted prices, haggling, and auctions. Today,

technological advances have enabled some online platforms to take on price-setting.1 For

example, peer-to-peer lending platform Prosper determines interest rates for loans, and ride-

hailing platforms Uber and Lyft set prices for rides centrally and in real-time.2

The rationale for centralized pricing is that platforms possess superior market supply and

demand information than sellers. From an efficiency standpoint, centralized pricing promises

to be particularly beneficial if market participants have homogeneous preferences, and if the

goods and services traded are highly “perishable” (Cramer and Krueger, 2016). Further-

more, centrally set prices may offer users a more uniform and seamless experience, allowing

platforms to better compete against traditional firms. However, absent a decentralized price

system, platforms face the well-known challenges of eliciting private information, which can

be particularly important when users’ preferences are heterogeneous (Hayek, 1945). Barred

from accessing the price system, users may also make non-price adjustments with potentially

deleterious consequences (Hirschman, 1970; Hall, Horton and Knoepfle, 2018). Determining

whether platforms may benefit from centralizing pricing requires a firm understanding of

the challenges involved in doing so. This paper sets to identify some of these challenges, to

elucidate their root causes, and to propose and evaluate a potential solution.

We report the results of an experiment that took place on a “sharing economy” market-

place for vehicle rentals during a transition from decentralized to centralized price-setting.

Providers (owners/sellers) were randomly assigned to one of two versions of centralized pric-

ing. In the first treatment group (T1), the platform assumed complete control over pricing

the providers’ vehicles. In the second treatment group (T2), the platform assumed partial

pricing control: while prices were determined by the platform, providers could raise or lower

the centrally set prices by up to 30 percent. Providers in a control group (T0) remained in

the status-quo pricing, maintaining complete control over price-setting.

Providers in the treatment groups reacted to the pricing change by exiting the platform,

reducing the market availability of their assets, and canceling booked transactions. Compared

to the control group, providers in treatment group T1 exited at a 29.4% higher rate, reduced

the availability of their vehicles by 18.9%, and canceled 19.9% more transactions. Providers in

treatment group T2 reacted similarly, but the magnitude of their responses was significantly

1These technological advances include the wide-spread adoption of internet-enabled mobile devices, the
decreases in the cost of creating, storing, and processing data, and the proliferation of business experimenta-
tion (Varian, 2010). In addition, market designers can draw upon more than 20 years of accumulated industrial
experience in building online platforms and solving their fundamental problems.

2See https://www.prosper.com/, https://www.uber.com/, and https://www.lyft.com/.
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smaller: they exited at a 48.4% lower rate, made their assets 52.8% more available, and

canceled 34.9% fewer transactions than providers in T1.

We next examine possible reasons for the responses of the providers. We find that cen-

tralized pricing increased providers’ revenues, but lowered prices and increased the utilization

of their vehicles. Providers in T1 experienced 53.8% higher revenues, but their revenue per

rented hour decreased by 26.4%. This supports that the pricing algorithm optimized for rev-

enue, lowering prices and increasing asset utilization compared to the control group. Providers

in T2 experienced slightly lower revenue that providers in T1, but performed better across

other metrics. In particular, the revenue per rented hour for providers in T2 decreased by

only 13.2%—using their partial pricing control, about 41.8% of the providers in T2 increased

the platform-set prices.

To understand the differences in the responses of the providers, we examine the costs

incurred by the providers. Providers face various “bring-to-market” (BTM) costs when rent-

ing out their assets, which the platform may not be able to observe. These costs can be

usefully decomposed into (i) usage-based costs which scale with the rental duration, such

as vehicle depreciation, and (ii) transaction-based costs which are incurred per transaction,

such as screening the renter, answering questions, and inspecting and cleaning the vehicle

after each rental (Filippas, Horton and Zeckhauser, 2020). While we cannot observe the

BTM costs of the providers directly, we observe proxies for these costs. Our proxy for usage-

based BTM costs is the revenue per mile providers’ vehicles are driven, and our proxy for

transaction-based BTM costs is the revenue providers earn per transaction.

For providers in T1, centralized pricing led to 35.1% lower revenue per mile, and 14.6%

lower revenue per transaction. Providers in T2 saw their BTM cost increase less: their

revenue per mile decreased by 23.6%, and their revenue per transaction decreased by 3.4%.

The higher costs that treated providers incurred imply that, despite higher revenues, the

“true” utility—or profit—from rentals may have decreased. Crucially, only 41.8% of the

providers who retained partial control utilized it to increase the platform-set prices by the

end of the experiment. This indicates substantial heterogeneity in providers’ BTM costs, and

that centralized pricing was welfare-increasing, at least for some providers. Regardless, the

difference in BTM costs offers a likely explanation for the different responses of the providers

in the two treatment groups.

One drawback of the experimental setting is that we only observe a partial equilibrium,

and hence we cannot directly extrapolate the estimates of the market effects of centralized

pricing to the general equilibrium case—that is, to the case of a market where all prices are

set centrally. To explore this issue, we collected post-experiment data from the platform.

Convinced by the findings of the experiment, the platform decided to implement central-

ized pricing with partial provider control (T2) in the focal market, instead of the originally

planned centralized pricing (T1). This market-wide imposition created a quasi-experiment
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which allows us to examine the general equilibrium effects of centralized pricing. Using a

difference-in-differences approach, we obtain estimates that are directionally consistent with

the experimental estimates, albeit of smaller magnitude—presumably due to the general equi-

librium effects. The most conservative estimates suggest that centralized pricing with partial

provider control increased utilization by 27.8%, and resulted in 12% higher revenues. The

market-wide imposition also allows us to examine providers’ long-run use of the price slider.

We find that average increase over the centrally set prices ranged between 3% and 6% over

the following one and a half years.

The main contribution of this paper is in offering a detailed account of the challenges

of implementing centralized pricing in online marketplaces. We highlight the divergence in

platform and provider incentives, by showing that centralized pricing substantially increased

revenues, and yet it was with negative reactions, because it did not fully take into account

providers’ “bring-to-market” costs. Crucially, in the absence of a decentralized price system,

market clearing subsequently took place through non-price margins. These non-price ad-

justments can have pernicious long-term effects for the platform: fewer providers and lower

asset availability imply foregone transaction opportunities that might have materialized un-

der provider-set prices, and booking cancelations increase the transaction costs for both sides

of the market. We stress that non-price margin adjustments should be taken into account

when assessing the welfare effects of market interventions, but that their effects may be hard

to quantify both in the short- and in the long-run.

We propose partial control as a way to mitigate the implementation challenges of central-

ized price-setting. We find that partial control reduced providers’ non-price margin adjust-

ments substantially but resulted in similar revenues, and that providers varied greatly in their

use of the price slider, indicating substantial preference heterogeneity. Partial control is likely

most useful for platforms where providers possess private, heterogeneous, and time-varying

information that is economically relevant. In this case, providers can reveal this informa-

tion without turning to non-price margins, while, crucially, allowing the platform to change

the average price level, and increase the intertemporal variation of prices. Importantly, cen-

tralized pricing remains nested within the partial control variant; as platforms mature and

become better at setting prices, users can choose to relinquish more control to the platform.

We expect our findings to extend to other platforms that are characterized by similar

divergence in platform and provider incentives and heterogeneous provider BTM costs. For

instance, AirBnB extracts an ad-valorem fee, which incentivizes it to maximize revenue,

potentially at the expense of increasing provider (owner) costs. Further, owners incur usage-

based BTM costs (e.g., asset wear-and-tear) and transaction-based BTM costs (e.g., finding

and dealing with the customer, cleaning the unit, and passing out the keys), which we expect

to be heterogeneous across providers. For such a platform, rolling out the partial control

feature will allow it to collect private owner BTM cost proxies, so that it can increase owner
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revenue and asset utilization while mitigating any owner negative reactions.

More broadly, our paper offers partial control as a general product recommendation for

online platforms. The partial control feature allows platforms to collect valuable private

information from the providers to help improve the platform. For example, Uber has started

allowing both drivers and riders to indicate whether they prefer their match to be more or

less “talkative”3, which would allow them to improve upon centralized matching. Similarly,

platforms can collect private cost information, which would allow them to implement complex

dynamic pricing systems. Traditional dynamic pricing systems need provider costs, which

online platforms do not observe. These costs are also difficult to infer because they generally

vary significantly across providers and also time. Therefore, a partial control feature is almost

necessary to be able to successfully implement such dynamic pricing systems.

Our findings are, of course, subject to some limitations. The most important limitation

is that our experiment is conducted on a single sharing economy market. As noted above,

platforms where suppliers incur similar BTM costs and have access to non-price margins will

likely face similar challenges. Future research could verify that providers react similarly to

price-setting changes in other marketplaces, as well as changes in the degree of centralization

of other types of allocation mechanisms. Another potential limitation is that we examine a

single pricing change that decreased average price levels; providers would presumably have

responded differently to a “better-designed” pricing system. Regardless, the pricing change

increased providers’ revenues, and the majority of the providers did not change the centrally

set prices; this supports our view that any one price level may be ill-suited for even seemingly

similar providers, and that continuously eliciting providers’ private information is a key task

for centralized allocation mechanisms.

As more of the global economic activity takes place on platforms operating two-sided

markets, it becomes increasingly important to recognize and address their unique design

challenges. Insofar that these platforms will continue lacking the directive authority that

traditional firms typically enjoy over their employees, the users of those platforms will likely

have access to multiple non-price margins. We document empirically the trade-offs faced

by when these platforms make market design interventions, and we propose and evaluate a

potential solution.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. Section 2 surveys related work, and in-

troduces our empirical context. Section 3 presents experimental evidence of how providers

responded to the pricing change, and examines the market effects of centralized pricing,

and Section 4 examines the reasons behind the providers’ responses. Section 5 presents

quasi-experimental evidence of the market effects of centralized pricing with partial provider

control. Section 6 discusses our results, and Section 7 concludes with thoughts on directions

3For example, see https://techcrunch.com/2019/05/14/uber-quiet-ride/
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for future research.

2 Related work and empirical context

Our study is situated in an online sharing economy platform for short-term vehicle rentals.

Sharing economy platforms are online two-sided marketplaces that facilitate rentals of durable

assets from providers (owners/sellers) to renters (non-owners/buyers). The economic ratio-

nale for these markets is that owners of most durable assets use them less than 100% of the

time; this under-utilization leaves substantial excess capacity that can then be rented out to

renters who would like to use the asset (Sundararajan, 2016; Filippas et al., 2020).

Similarly to other online marketplaces, sharing economy platforms extensively use tech-

nology to help providers and renters to find, assess, and transact with each other more

efficiently than what is possible in most physical markets (Cramer and Krueger, 2016; Einav,

Farronato and Levin, 2016; Sundararajan, 2016; Horton, 2017; Filippas, Horton and Golden,

2018; Liu, Brynjolfsson and Dowlatabadi, 2018; Athey and Luca, 2019; Filippas et al., 2020).

On the supply side, sharing economy platforms lower the entry costs of smaller providers,

affording them substantial flexibility and enabling them to reach buyers more easily (Einav et

al., 2016; Chevalier, Chen, Oehlsen and Rossi, 2018). On the demand side, sharing economy

platforms expand product variety, with the benefits disproportionately accruing to previ-

ous non-owners who gain access to the asset or service (Fraiberger and Sundararajan, 2015;

Filippas and Horton, 2018; Filippas et al., 2020).

2.1 Price-setting in online markets

A core market design challenge in online marketplaces is choosing how prices are set. Plat-

forms may choose between several decentralized price-setting mechanisms including posted

prices, haggling, auctions, and price recommendations (Einav, Kuchler, Levin and Sundare-

san, 2015; Farronato, 2017). However, decentralized price-setting has the potential to lead

to inefficient market equilibria, for reasons including buyers’ search costs, sellers’ price ad-

justment costs, and sellers’ inability to adjust their prices in response to fluctuations in

market demand (Diamond, 1971; Li, Moreno and Zhang, 2016; Einav, Farronato, Levin and

Sundaresan, 2018). In light of this, several platforms choose to develop centralized pricing

mechanisms—despite the well-known challenges of this undertaking (Hayek, 1945).

Many recent papers examine the implementation of centralized pricing in the context of

online marketplaces (Cachon, Daniels and Lobel, 2017; Ma, Fang and Parkes, 2018; Taylor,

2018; Bimpikis, Candogan and Saban, 2019; Gurvich, Lariviere and Moreno, 2019). Yan,

Zhu, Korolko and Woodard (2020) provide a comprehensive survey of this literature. The

goal of this body of work is to improve the design of centralized pricing; in contrast, we
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focus on analyzing the effects of centralized pricing on platform users, taking the pricing

design as given. A growing number of empirical papers leverage upon variations in the

design of centralized pricing. Cohen, Hahn, Hall, Levitt and Metcalfe (2016) use variation

in Uber’s surge pricing—Uber’s response to increases in demand for rides—to estimate the

demand elasticity at several points along the demand curve. Building on this methodology,

Castillo (2019) estimates a structural model using Uber data, and finds that surge pricing

increases welfare, with the benefits disproportionately accruing to the riders. Also in the

context of Uber, Hall et al. (2018) find that while changes in fares initially result in higher

driver earnings per trip and per hour worked, market adjustments through non-price margins

eventually bring driver earnings back to the previous levels.

Our paper contributes to this literature in at least three ways. First, to our knowledge,

our paper is the first to examine empirically a market transitioning from decentralized to

centralized price-setting—previous work has focused on variations in the design of centralized

pricing mechanisms. Second, we examine a sharing economy marketplace where the labor

component is less prominent than in ride-hailing marketplaces—but, as we will show, it still

plays an important role, affecting providers’ costs. Third, we propose and examine empirically

a variant of centralized pricing where providers are allowed to retain partial pricing control.

2.2 The focal platform

The setting for our study is a sharing economy marketplace, where providers (owners/sellers)

rent out their vehicles to renters (non-owners/buyers). Providers choose when their vehicles

are available, and at what rental rate; renters specify a time period, and perform a map-

based online search to book one of the available vehicles. The platform offers typical online

marketplace services, including building and maintaining search and reputation systems,

curating the matching process, handling payments, and providing insurance and customer

support. Crucially, the platform reduces transaction costs by providing proprietary hardware

and software for mobile phone-based, keyless unlocking of rented vehicles, as well as parking

spots for providers’ vehicles.

To examine the underlying characteristics of the platform, we begin by presenting some

descriptive statistics in Figure 1. On the demand side, most of the rental activity on the plat-

form is short-term—despite the platform allowing rentals lasting up to a month. Panel (a)

depicts the histogram of rental durations: about 89 percent of rentals last less than one day,

and only 1.6 percent last more than three days. On the supply side, providers vary substan-

tially in how they use the platform. Panel (b) plots the histogram of vehicle availabilities,

defined as the percentage of time each vehicle is made available for rentals on the platform

each month. Vehicle availabilities vary widely, indicating substantial provider “type” het-

erogeneity. Regardless, more than 70 percent are “serious” providers, in that they make
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their vehicles available for rentals at least half of the time—this is consistent with existing

empirical evidence suggesting that vehicles are used less than 4 percent of the time.4

A distinctive property of the market equilibrium is that a large fraction of the available

supply remains unused. Panel (c) depicts the histogram of vehicle utilizations, defined as

the percentage of time each vehicle is rented over the percentage of time the same vehicle is

made available for rentals. Strikingly, about 65 percent of vehicles have less than 30 percent

utilization. Unused capacity may not be a problem in and of itself, or may even be beneficial

for the market (Hall, 1983; Castillo, Knoepfle and Weyl, 2017; Hall et al., 2018); that said,

the platform employed an ad valorem business model, and believed that increasing asset

utilization would boost platform revenues. While the underlying cause for the low utilization

rates cannot be known from observational evidence, one potential culprit was the ostensibly

suboptimal pricing decisions of the providers. Panel (d) plots the histogram of the average

number of price changes made by providers each month. Most providers rarely or never

change the rental prices of their vehicles: about 70 percent of the providers changed their

price at most once per month. The platform believed that a pricing mechanism change could

shift the market to a more efficient equilibrium.

3 Transitioning to centralized pricing

3.1 Experimental design

Motivated by the ostensible link between low utilization and provider pricing, the platform

developed a proprietary centralized pricing system. The centralized pricing mechanism at-

tempted to combine data on providers’ previous pricing decisions with platform-level supply

and demand information, to adjust price levels and to increase their intertemporal variation,

in order to optimize revenues. After tests conducted on historical data yielded positive re-

sults, the platform decided to evaluate the new pricing system within the market. Toward

that end, the platform introduced two versions of centralized pricing experimentally in one

if its largest and most mature markets.

The experiment aimed to evaluate two centralized pricing variants. In the first version of

the treatment (T1), the platform assumed complete pricing control. In the second version of

the treatment (T2), the platform assumed partial control: whereas prices and intertemporal

price variation were determined and implemented by the platform’s centralized pricing mech-

anism, providers were able to raise or lower the centrally set prices by up to 30 percent. The

rationale behind this “hybrid” approach was that providers could use the partial price-setting

control to indirectly reveal their idiosyncratic preferences. A control group (T0) remained at

the status-quo pricing system, retaining full price-setting control.

4See https://www.racfoundation.org/research/mobility/spaced-out-perspectives-on-parking
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Figure 1: Descriptive statistics of the rental activity in the focal platform
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Notes: This figure reports descriptive statistics for rentals in the focal platform. Panel (a) plots the distribution

of rental durations. Panel (b) plots the distribution of monthly vehicle availability, defined as the percentage

of time that a vehicle was made available for rentals. Panel (c) plots the distribution of monthly vehicle

utilization, defined as the percentage of time that a vehicle was rented out over the percentage of time that it

was made available. Panel (d) plots the distribution of provider price changes per month. For each panel, the

values are discretized into categories, the value of each bin is shown above it, and the red dashed line depicts

the corresponding cumulative distribution function.
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Eligible providers were those who had made their vehicles available for at least 24 hours

during the month prior to start of the experiment. Amongst those providers, the platform

selected a random subset to be included in the experiment, with the final sample consisting

of 1,218 subjects. Each subject was randomly assigned to one of the two treatment groups

with probability 13.5% each, or to the control group with probability 73%. The experiment

lasted for about two months; the size and length of the experiment was determined by an ex

ante power calculation conducted by the platform.5

In Appendix A, we report statistical tests for pairwise mean comparisons across several

pre-randomization attributes, and find that the randomization was successful. We also report

the pricing interfaces, along with all information that subjects had access to. Furthermore,

we found no evidence that subjects communicated with each other during the experiment.6

3.2 Provider responses

We begin by examining the responses of treated providers to the pricing change. Throughout

the rest of this section, our estimation strategy is to regress each outcome of interest on

treatment indicators, that is,

yj = β0 + β1T1j + β2T2j + ε, (1)

where yj is the outcome of interest, Tij is an indicator variable for whether subject j was

assigned to treatment i, and ε is an error term. We report the estimated average treat-

ment effect in Figure 2i by plotting the least squares estimates β̂i for each of the two active

treatment groups, along with a 95% confidence interval around each point estimate.7

The imposition of the centralized pricing mechanism had substantial effect on the exit

decisions of the treated providers—which was also the primary outcome of interest for the

platform. Panel (a) reports estimates from regressions of provider exit on the treatment

indicators. The exit rate for the treatment group T1 increased by 29.4 percentage points

from a baseline exit rate of 8.8 percentage points for T0. Allowing providers to retain some

pricing control substantially reduced this effect: the exit rate in the T2 group increased by

about 15.1 percentage points, which was 48.4% lower than the T1 group.8

5The platform intended to conduct an experiment with sufficient power to detect a 5 percentage point
change in the probability of a user dropout, at 90% power. As we show in what follows, the “realized” power
for the main experimental outcome was close to 100%. We do not report the fraction of users that were
included in the experiment for confidentiality purposes.

6To be sure, it is not possible rule out completely the possibility that subjects communicated with each
other. As an indirect test, we show in Appendix A that control group providers did not change the prices of
their vehicles more frequently during the experimental period—we would expect untreated providers to have
done so upon finding out that other providers have become more price-competitive.

7We provide longitudinal reports of the results in Appendix A, and all regression tables in Appendix B.
8Note that here—and throughout the paper—for differences in levels where the outcome is naturally dis-

cussed as a fraction, we label level differences as “percentage points.” For percentage changes with respect to
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Figure 2: Experimental estimates of the treatment effects on outcome variables
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Notes: This figure reports estimates of treatment effects on providers’ responses and economic outcomes.

Each panel plots the percentage change in the dependent variable versus the control group for the treatment

groups. The dependent variables are calculated for the experimental period, and are (a) provider exit from

the platform, (b) vehicle availability, (c) transaction cancelation rate, (d) provider revenue, (e) vehicle hours-

rented, and (f) revenue per hour rented. A 95% confidence interval is plotted around each estimate. All

regression tables, estimates employing alternative samples, and alternative representations of the results can

be found in Appendix A and Appendix B.

the outcome of another experimental group, we use the “%” symbol.
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Providers also reduced the availability of their vehicles in response to the new pricing

mechanism. Panel (b) reports estimates from regressions of vehicle availability on the treat-

ment indicators; availability is defined as the percentage of time each provider makes their

available on the platform, ranging from 0 for never available, to 1 for always available. The

reported estimate of the average treatment effect includes all treated providers.9 Providers in

the T1 and T2 groups reduced their vehicle’s availability by about 18.9 and 12.4 percentage

points respectively. Allowing providers to retain some pricing control substantially amelio-

rated availability reductions: the availability reduction for providers in T1 was 52.8% higher

than that of providers in T2.

Providers also used transaction cancelations as an additional lever of control. Panel (c)

reports estimates from regressions of provider cancelation rates on the treatment group indi-

cators; cancelation rate is defined as the percentage of transactions canceled by each provider,

ranging from 0 for providers who did not cancel any transaction, to 1 for providers who can-

celed every transaction. The sample includes providers who exited during the experimental

period, setting their cancelation rate to one for all periods after their time of exit. Providers

in treatment group T1 increased their cancelation rate by about 19.9 percentage points, and

providers in treatment group T2 increased their cancelation rate by about 12.9 percentage

points. Again, the difference between the cancelation responses between the two treatment

groups is substantial: the cancelation in T2 was 34.9% lower than in T1.

3.3 Economic outcomes

We next examine the experimental effects on providers’ core economic outcomes. We use

the estimation strategy described in Equation (1). In Figure 2ii, we report the estimated

effects as percentage changes over the control group outcomes, by plotting the least squares

estimates β̂i/β̂0 for each of the two active treatment groups, along with a 95% confidence

interval around each point estimate. Our sample comprises providers who did not exit the

platform throughout the experiment.10

The centralized pricing mechanism increased revenue for treated providers. Panel (d)

reports estimates from regressions of provider revenue on the treatment indicators. Providers

in T1 saw their revenue increase by 53.8%, and providers in T2 saw their revenue increase

by 51.6%, compared to the average revenue of providers in the control group. This revenue

increase was a consequence of an increase in the intensive margin of rentals. Panel (e) reports

9We find a similar patterns of results if we restrict our sample to providers who did not exit during
the experiment; we report these analyses in Appendix B. In our context, this restriction is likely to yield
conservative estimates of the average treatment effect on provider availability and cancelation rates: providers
who exited would have presumably exhibited the most pronounced responses (Gerber and Green, 2012).

10We construct the sample in that manner in order to not bias the estimates of the average treatment effect
in favor of the treatment groups that experienced lower exit rates. We find similar patterns of results using
alternative samples for each outcome variable. We report these analyses in Appendix A.
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estimates from regressions of the number of hours vehicles were rented on the treatment

indicators. Compared to the control group, vehicles of providers in T1 were rented out 137%

more, and vehicles of providers in T2 were rented out 100.1% more. Together, these results

indicate that the pricing algorithm achieved its objective of maximizing provider revenues.

The vehicles of treated providers were priced lower by the centralized pricing algorithm.

Panel (f) reports estimates from regressions of the revenue per rented hour on the treatment

indicators. For every hour their vehicles were rented out, providers in treatment group T1

made 26.4% less revenue than control group providers. The same decrease was only 13.2% for

providers in treatment group T2; about half of these providers utilized their partial pricing

control to increase prices for their vehicles (see also the discussion in Section 6).

Taken together, the experimental findings presented in this section provide evidence that

allowing providers to retain partial control ameliorated their negative non-price responses

substantially, at almost no cost—providers in the two treatment groups experienced similar

revenue increases. It is worth noting that the pricing experiment allows us to only observe

a partial market equilibrium, and hence we cannot extrapolate the revenue and hours-rented

estimates to the general equilibrium case. Section 5 provides quasi-experimental estimates of

the market-wide effects of centralized pricing.

4 Reasons for the providers’ responses

The centralized pricing mechanism increased the revenue of treated providers by increasing

the utilization of their assets. However, higher provider revenues do not imply higher provider

utilities: the reason is that providers incur “bring-to-market” (BTM) costs when renting out

their assets (Filippas et al., 2020). BTM costs can be decomposed into (i) usage-based BTM

costs, which are analogous to the rental duration, and include labor costs, asset depreciation,

and complementary consumables, and (ii) transaction-based BTM costs, which providers

incur on a per-rental basis, and include the cost of finding a trading partner, coming to

terms, executing payments, and handing off and “resetting” the asset.11

In our empirical context, providers incur both types of BTM costs. The main component

of usage-based BTM costs is vehicle depreciation through increases in mileage. Transaction-

based costs include screening the renter, answering questions, and inspecting and cleaning

the vehicle after each rental. Although the pricing mechanism change did not affect BTM

costs directly, it could have affected them indirectly, by changing the type of demand faced

by treated providers, such as shorter and/or more frequent trips. We cannot hope to account

11For example, the usage-based BTM costs of driving with Uber include the driver’s labor, the increases in
the car’s mileage, and the gas consumed while driving. The transaction-based BTM costs include the costs
of finding the passenger, and verifying her identity. Online platforms typically reduce these costs by taking
advantage of technological advances, including internet- and GPS-enabled smartphones equipped with digital
cameras (Varian, 2010; Filippas et al., 2020).
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for all potential sources of BTM costs, as these costs are not directly observable—this is

precisely one of the challenges in implementing centralized pricing. Instead, we can sidestep

this issue by examining how the pricing mechanism change affected proxies for these costs.

Our proxy for usage-based BTM costs is the revenue per mile each vehicle was driven, and

our proxy for transaction-based BTM costs is the revenue per transaction made on the plat-

form; lower revenues per mile and transaction indicate higher usage-based and transaction

based BTM costs, respectively. In Figure 3, we report the estimated effects as percentage

changes, by plotting the least squares estimates β̂i/β̂0 for each of the two active treatment

groups, along with a 95% confidence interval around each point estimate. We use the estima-

tion strategy described in Equation (1), with our sample comprising providers who did not

exit the platform throughout the experiment.12

The pricing mechanism change substantially decreased providers’ revenue per mile. Com-

pared to the control group, revenue per mile decreased by 35.1% for providers in T1. These

effects were less pronounced for providers in T2, who saw their revenue per mile decrease

by 23.6%. It is worth noting that revenue per mile did not fall below $0.30/mile for any

transaction in our data—this is the median cost-per-mile estimate from Zoepf, Chen, Adu

and Pozo (2018). With regards to revenue per transaction, providers in T1 experienced a

14.6% decrease compared to control group providers, whereas providers in T2 experienced

only a 3.4% decrease—the latter estimate is statistically indistinguishable from zero.

The experimental results imply that, all other factors equal, treated providers had to

complete more transactions and have their vehicles utilized more to earn the same revenues.

These costs were more pronounced for providers in T1, offering an explanation for their

stronger reactions to the centralization of price-setting. Furthermore, this finding highlights

the challenges with centralized pricing that are unique to market-based businesses, but are

absent from traditional revenue management systems—when platform users have heteroge-

neous preferences, partial control may be preferable to complete centralization.

An alternative hypothesis that could explain our findings posits that providers value

having control over their assets for non-economic reasons. For example, if providers are

averse to changes in what was “implicitly agreed” upon joining the platform, they may

exhibit more pronounced negative responses when they lose “more” control. Although we

cannot distinguish between this explanation and the BTM-cost-based explanation directly,

we can provide an indirect test, by examining the responses in provider subpopulations with

distinctly different platform tenures. We find that providers with different tenures exhibit

similar responses to the pricing change, suggesting that familiarity or inertia has little impact

on provider behavior—more details are provided in Appendix A. This supports our view that

providers in online markets care about their relative costs and benefits, and hence non-

12Alternative estimation strategies yield similar patterns of results; see Appendix A for more details.
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Figure 3: Experiment estimates of the treatment effects on “bring-to-market” cost proxies.
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Notes: This figure reports estimates of treatment effects on proxies for providers’ BTM costs. Each panel

plots the percentage change in the dependent variable versus the control group for the treatment groups. The

dependent variables are calculated for the experimental period, and are (a) revenue per mile driven, and (b)

revenue per completed transaction. A 95% confidence interval is plotted around each estimate. All regression

tables, estimates employing alternative samples, and alternative representations of the results can be found in

Appendix A and Appendix B.

economic considerations are likely second-order.

5 Effects of market-wide centralization of price-setting

The pricing experiment allows us to examine how and why providers react to centralized

price-setting, as well as whether partial control affects the providers’ responses. However,

because we only observe a partial market equilibrium during the experiment, we cannot hope

to extrapolate the experimental estimates of the economic effects of centralized pricing to the

general equilibrium case—that is, to the case of a market where all prices are set centrally.

After the experiment concluded, the platform implemented centralized pricing with user

control (T2) in the focal market of our study. This market-wide imposition resulted in

a quasi-experiment that allows us to circumvent the partial equilibrium challenge, and to

obtain estimates of the market effects of centralized pricing by comparing market outcomes

before and after the pricing change. To control for seasonal differences, we use data for the

same market from one calendar year prior to the platform intervention, in order to construct

difference-in-differences estimates.

The credibility of the difference-in-differences approach depends on the suitability of the
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“placebo” year as an appropriate counterfactual. To assess this, Figure 4i juxtaposes the

weekly platform revenue and hours-rented time series for the actual and the counterfactual

years. The outcomes for the actual year are depicted using a solid line, and the outcomes

for the placebo year are depicted using a dashed line. The “0” week is the week when the

experiment commenced, and the “8” week is the week when the experiment concluded and

centralized pricing was imposed market-wide during the actual year. The two time series

trends track closely in the pre-period, but then diverge in the post-period. The post-period

difference seems to be caused mainly by a decrease in the placebo year that is not matched

in the actual year.

To be sure, we cannot directly rule out the hypothesis that the observed divergence may

have been caused by factors unrelated to the centralization of price-setting, in either or even

both years. To our knowledge, no such change took place in the marketplace, and we were

unable to find evidence of any such change in our data. Furthermore, we observe that the

divergence between the two time series is (i) smaller between week “0” and week “8,” when

price-setting was centralized only for providers participating in the experiment during the

actual year, (ii) larger after week “8” when centralized pricing was imposed market-wide,

and (iii) otherwise exhibits a functionally similar trend across both years. Furthermore, it is

worth noting that the two time series are similar in magnitude in the pre-period, indicating

that a similar “amount” of economic activity has been taking place in the focal market over

time. This is not due to chance: the focal market is one of the most mature markets of the

platform. Together, these observations provide strong evidence in support of the suitability

of the placebo year.

Our empirical strategy is to estimate a regression of the form

yj = β0 + βActualPostj + ε, (2)

where Postj is a variable indicating whether the outcome is measured after the imposition

of centralized pricing, and βActual is the parameter of interest. We then estimate the same

regression with the same method, but using data from the placebo year. Crucially, we

discard observations during the experimental period for both years. The implied difference-

in-differences treatment effect estimate is β̂Actual − β̂Placebo.

We plot a collection of difference-in-differences estimates of the market effects of price

centralization in Figure 4ii. We provide estimates using the total revenue and hours-rented

in the pre- and post-intervention “windows,” essentially “collapsing” the time series into

a pre- and post-period (Bertrand, Duflo and Mullainathan, 2004). Because the choice of

pre- and post-period window size may affect our estimates, we simply report estimates using

various window size values.

Starting with revenue, all estimates are positive, and range from 12% to 19.1%. The
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Figure 4: Market effects of centralized pricing with user control
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Notes: This figure reports the effects of centralized pricing with partial user control. The top panel plots the

platform hours-rented and revenue for each week in our data. The pink-shaded area indicates the experimental

period; on its left, prices were set by the providers (T0), and on its right, prices were set centrally with partial

provider control (T2). The bottom panel reports difference-in-differences estimates, calculated as the actual

year estimate minus the estimate calculated from the placebo year (one year prior), i.e., β̂Actual − β̂Placebo.

The dependent variables are calculated for different pre- and post-period windows around the event, indicated

on the y-axis, effects are plotted as the percentage change in the dependent variable, and a 95% confidence

interval is plotted around each estimate. All regression tables are reported in Appendix B.
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estimate using the shortest time window is not conventionally statistically significant, but

with larger post-period windows the estimates become more positive and “more” statistically

significant. This pattern is explained by the fact that some transactions taking place in the

post-period were booked before price-setting was centralized; as we increase the window size,

the relative effect of these transactions on the magnitude of the estimates diminishes.

With regards to hours-rented, all estimates are positive and highly statistically significant,

and range from 27.8% to 52.6%. As in the case of revenue, the estimate with the smallest

magnitude is obtained when we use the shortest post-period window. It is worth noting

that, taken together, the estimates imply that the revenue per hour rented on the platform

decreased following the centralization of price-setting.

The difference-in-differences estimates are directionally consistent with the experimental

estimates, and indicate that centralized pricing has substantial market effects. However, the

magnitude of the difference-in-differences estimates is smaller. Two broad—and not mutually

exclusive—sets of reasons may have led to this divergence: (i) that allowing all providers to

retain partial pricing control resulted in lower revenue and lower utilization because providers

increased the centrally set price, and (ii) that the general equilibrium effects of centralized

pricing are smaller than the partial equilibrium effects observed during the experiment. While

we cannot distinguish between these two sets of reasons directly, we provide evidence in

Section 6 that providers increased the centrally set prices, albeit not substantially. This

suggests that the general equilibrium effects likely explain much of the observed difference

between the quasi-experimental and the experimental estimates.

6 Discussion

6.1 Partial control as a market design feature

Providers reacted to the centralization of price-setting by exiting the platform, reducing

the availability of their assets, and canceling booked transactions. Market clearing through

these non-price margins can be particularly detrimental to the platform. For example, fewer

providers and lower asset availability imply foregone transaction opportunities that might

have otherwise materialized at the provider-set prices. Furthermore, transaction cancelations

increase the transaction costs for both sides of the market, and may erode the users’ trust in

the reliability of the platform, thereby causing further exit. Partial provider control substan-

tially ameliorated this problem: as we showed, providers who retained partial price-setting

control reacted substantially less through non-price margins.

Provider control also creates a channel through which the platform can obtain econom-

ically relevant information. Although modern platforms overwhelmingly rely on technolog-

ical solutions to obtain granular market-wide information—both historical and real-time—
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idiosyncratic and time-varying private information that providers possess may remain hard-

to-access.13 The hardness of eliciting private information is a recurrent criticism of centralized

allocation mechanisms that dates at least back to Hayek (1945). Provider control functions

as a channel through which providers reveal their private information as it changes, and can

help the platform to circumvent the information elicitation challenge.

Crucially, the centralized pricing mechanism remains nested within the partial control

version—should a provider choose to accept the centrally set price as is. As platforms ma-

ture, collect data, conduct experiments, and increase their technological sophistication, they

presumably become better at setting prices. Subsequently, providers may themselves choose

to relinquish more control to the platform, without the need for a market intervention. Con-

versely, degradations in the quality of the centralized pricing system, e.g., due to an imple-

mentation error, can be “signaled” through the partial control channel—rather than through

pernicious non-price adjustments.

We laid out several reasons why imbuing centralized market mechanisms with some degree

of provider control can be a valuable tool in the hands of market designers. It is also worth

examining how providers utilized the partial price-setting control feature in our context.

Figure 5i plots the distribution of price slider levels for providers in the experimental group

T2 at the end of the experimental period—these providers could adjust the centrally set price

by up to 30 percent. About 54.6% of the providers did not utilize the slider, while most of

the other providers increased the centrally set prices. This variation in the use of the price

slider provides some evidence of substantial preference heterogeneity.

Figure 5ii plots the providers’ average price slider level over time after the market-wide

imposition. The average slider level is close to 100% initially, during month “9.” Of course,

we cannot know whether this jump is due to a shift in the providers’ BTM costs, a change in

the market demand for rentals, a new marketplace feature, or even due to chance. Regardless,

partial control allows providers to respond to this change, even if the platform does not.

6.2 Welfare effects of centralized price-setting

The market equilibrium following the centralization of price-setting was characterized by

lower prices, higher utilization, and higher platform revenue. Lower prices imply that renter

surplus increased—insofar as the providers’ non-price margin responses did not substantially

affect the surplus of renters. This finding is in congruence with previous results indicating

that centralized pricing increases consumer-side surplus (Castillo et al., 2017; Dinerstein,

Einav, Levin and Sundaresan, 2018; Castillo, 2019).

13For example, a provider whose parents are visiting for the weekend may experience a positive shock in her
reservation price, as her utility from using her vehicle increases. On a sunny day, some providers may have
higher reservation prices, whereas providers who are particularly prone to sunburns and photic sneezes may
have lower reservation prices.
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Figure 5: Short- and long-run use of the price slider.

(i) Price slider levels at the end of the experimental period
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(ii) Price slider levels over time after the market-wide centralization of price-setting
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Notes: This figure shows how providers use the slider in the short- and in the long-run. The top panel plots

the distribution of price slider choices for providers in the experimental group T2, with the choices discretized

into 5 categories. The value of each bin is shown above it, and the red line depicts the cumulative distribution

function. The bottom panel shows the mean slider level over time, after the end of the experimental period.

The average slider levels are computed for every month. A 95% confidence interval is shown for each mean.

On the provider side, the effects of centralized pricing are less clear. While the revenues

of the providers increased, so did the costs of renting out assets on the platform. As such, the

overall effect likely varies on the individual provider level—the differences in how providers

reacted to the pricing change, as well as in how they utilized the price slider provides some

evidence in support of this claim. That said, the non-price responses we documented in

Section 4 indicate that the effect was negative, at least for some providers.

There are likely different welfare-maximizing price-setting mechanisms for differently orga-

nized markets, depending on the particular problems that each market has to address (Castillo

et al., 2017). In our setting, we showed that centralized pricing increases platform revenue,

but also results in providers reacting through non-price margins. As we reasoned, non-price
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responses can affect user retainment in the long-run, both on the provider and on the renter

side. One solution to this problem is allowing providers to retain partial pricing control. The

optimal degree of provider control likely depends on the relative costs and benefits of price

and non-price responses, as well as on other characteristics of each specific market (Farronato,

2017; Hall et al., 2018).

6.3 External validity

Our analysis focuses on a single sharing economy platform. It is worth examining whether our

results may generalize to other markets. The structure of the costs and benefits providers

incur in other marketplaces seems to be similar to the focal market. For example, ride-

hailing platform Uber extracts an ad-valorem fee, and providers (drivers) incur usage-based

BTM costs including labor costs, car mileage increases, and gas costs, as well as transaction-

based BTM costs including finding and picking up passengers, and verifying their identity.

Home-sharing platform Airbnb also extracts an ad-valorem fee, and providers (owners) incur

usage-based BTM costs including asset wear-and-tear, as well as transaction-based BTM

costs including finding and dealing with the customer, cleaning the unit, and passing out the

keys. Similarly to our findings, Hall et al. (2018) show that market-clearing can take place

through non-price margins on Uber—which also employs centralized pricing—and casual

empiricism further supports this claim.14 As such, providers’ decisions in other marketplaces

are likely characterized by similar economics, and hence we expect the findings of our study

to generalize reasonably well.

We show that partial provider control can be a beneficial addition to centralized pric-

ing. The usefulness of embedding provider input into centralized allocation mechanisms may

extend well beyond the case of price-setting. For example, Uber takes on the problem of

matching drivers with passengers centrally, presumably because both sides are character-

ized by little preference heterogeneity. Recently, Uber has started allowing both drivers and

riders to indicate whether they prefer their match to be more or less “talkative.”15 This

match-relevant “type” information is private, presumably time-varying, and can be utilized

to improve upon the centralized matching. Despite its promising outlook, whether mar-

ket designers can usefully embed partial provider control in non-price centralized allocation

mechanisms is a question that ultimately needs to be answered empirically.

14Uber drivers sometimes cancel trips when they are not satisfied by the platform-set price and match. For
some anecdotal accounts, see https://qz.com/1387942/uber-drivers-are-forcing-riders-to-cancel-

trips-when-fares-are-too-cheap.
15For example, see https://techcrunch.com/2019/05/14/uber-quiet-ride/
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7 Conclusion

This paper provides experimental and quasi-experimental evidence of the effects of centralized

price-setting in an online marketplace. The key finding is that centralized pricing resulted in

an equilibrium characterized by lower prices and higher utilization that benefited renters and

the platform, at least in the short-run. However, centralized pricing had ambiguous effects

for the providers because it increased their transaction costs. Subsequently, providers made

non-price adjustments, with potentially deleterious consequences.

Our analysis provides evidence in support of both sides of the debate surrounding the

desirability of centralized pricing. As platforms mature, collect more data, and conduct

experiments, they presumably become better in making market-relevant decisions centrally.

Our results speak to the difficulties that are associated with centralizing market mechanisms,

by highlighting the private information market actors possess, and the non-price margins

through which they react when they cannot access the price system. We propose partial

control as a solution to this problem, and evaluate its effectiveness empirically.

A natural direction for future work would be to replicate the results of this study, par-

ticularly in other online marketplaces, using recently developed experimental design tech-

niques (Johari, Li, Liskovich and Weintraub, 2020), and utilizing larger samples. Finding

ways to embed partial control in market mechanisms beyond price-setting is an interesting

next step. Future research could also examine how providers who retain partial control use

it to respond to shifts in their utility functions, whether they relinquish more control to the

platform over time, as well as their rate of learning. A question left unanswered is determining

the optimal “amount” of control that the platform should relinquish to its users.
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A More details on the experimental results

A.1 Tests for pre-randomization covariate balance

Table 1 reports balance tests for the experiment, in the form of p-values for the two-sided

t-tests of the null hypothesis of no difference in means across the experimental groups. The

experimental groups are well-balanced across various pre-experiment covariates, from which

we can conclude that the randomization was effective. An alternative balance test can be

found in Figure 7, which reports pre-experiment weekly averages of several outcome variables.

Table 1: Summary statistics and mean comparison for providers in the experimental groups
for pre-randomization observable variables.

T0 T1 T2 T0-T1 T0-T2 T1-T2

observable mean mean mean p-value p-value p-value
(s.e.) (se) (se)

age 0.09 -0.29 -0.2 0.62 0.66 0.93
(0.28) (0.7) (0.6)

tenure 0 0 0 0.96 1 0.97
(0.02) (0.06) (0.06)

availability 0.62 0.65 0.63 0.36 0.63 0.71
(0.01) (0.02) (0.02)

cancelation rate 0.2 0.18 0.2 0.23 0.84 0.44
(0.01) (0.02) (0.02)

revenue 3.79 -12.31 -3.35 0.65 0.87 0.86
(17.92) (30.96) (41.17)

hours rented 110.78 111.05 105.17 0.97 0.44 0.54
(3.44) (6.94) (6.46)

Notes: This table reports means and standard errors of various provider attributes across the three experi-

mental groups, at the time that providers were allocated to treatment groups. These attributes are (i) age, (ii)

tenure on the platform, (iii) vehicle availability, (iv) transaction cancelation rate, (v) revenue, and (vi) hours

rented. Attributes (i), (ii) and (v), and (vi) are demeaned for confidentiality purposes. Attributes (iii) to (vi)

are defined in Section 3, and are measured using observations for the month prior to the commencement of

the experiment; other sample periods yield similar results. The reported p-values are for the two-sided t-tests

of the null hypothesis of no difference in means across groups. Significance indicators: p ≤ 0.1 : ‡, p ≤ 0.05 : ∗,
p ≤ 0.01 : ∗∗, and p ≤ .001 : ∗ ∗ ∗.
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A.2 Pricing interfaces

Figure 6 shows the pricing interfaces for the two treatment groups. The centrally set price

is shown through a graph that depicts the hourly rate fluctuations. The platform utilized

tooltips that provide more information, in order to minimize provider confusion over the

change. The price slider and the associated tool tip, explaining how the slider works, is the

only difference of this version with the fully centralized variant of the feature.

Figure 6: Pricing interfaces for the two treatment groups.

(i) Treatment group T1.

(ii) Treatment group T2.

Notes: This figure shows the pricing interface for providers in the two treatment groups. The curves show

the centrally set hourly prices for the next 7 days, and the minimum and maximum daily price and the daily

price are presented in text. Providers in the treatment group T2 have access to a price slider that they can

use to increase or decrease the centrally set price by up to 30 percent.
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A.3 Alternative representations of the experimental results

Section 3 provides point estimates for the average treatment effects. In what follows, we

provide alternative representations of the main outcome variables.

Figure 7 provides a longitudinal representation of the main outcome variables for each

experimental group, by plotting their weekly averages for each treatment group, for each week

before and during the experiment. This representation allows us to see diverging patterns

clearly for outcome variables for which the treatment had a substantial effect. It also allows

us to verify that the experimental groups are well balanced, and that the observed effects

were not due to substantial changes in the responses and outcomes of the untreated providers,

but rather due to changes in the treated providers.

It is worth noting that Figure 7 partially rules out provider communication from the set

of potential threats to the experiment’s internal validity: while it is impossible to rule out

completely the possibility that subjects communicated with each other, we do not observe

any significant shift in untreated providers’ responses—availability, cancelations, and price

changes. As such, we find no evidence that providers responded to the shift in competition

by changing their economic behavior. This finding also supports the platform’s claim that

centralized pricing may increase transaction efficiency—in our data, providers seem to not

be responsive to market changes, at least in the short-run.

Figure 8 provides a distributional representation of tte main outcome variables for each

experimental group, by plotting the the kernel density estimate of each outcome variable for

each treatment group. We can see substantial shifts in the outcome distributions, commensu-

rate with the point estimates that are provided in the main body of the paper. For estimates

employing alternative samples, seeAppendix B.
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Figure 7: Longitudinal representation of experimental effects on outcome variables.
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Notes: This figure reports a longitudinal representation of the effects of the treatment on providers’ responses

and economic outcomes. For each period, an estimate of the mean and a 95% confidence interval is plotted for

each treatment, with the sample consisting of providers who were active during that period. The red vertical

dashed lines and the pink-shaded area indicate the beginning and end of the experimental period. For point

estimates, see Figure 2.
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Figure 8: Distributional representation of experimental effects on outcome variables.
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Notes: This figure reports a distributional representation of the effects of the treatment on providers’ responses

and economic outcomes. For each outcome and each experimental group, the kernel density estimate is plotted,

with the sample constructed in the same manner as in Figure 2 and Figure 3, respectively. All outcome variables

that cannot be naturally expressed as percentages are reported as logarithms.
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A.4 Subpopulation analyses

In addition to reporting the results of our analyses for the entire population sample, we also

report results for the following two subpopulations: (1) New, consisting of all providers with

less-than-median tenure on the platform by the time that the experiment started, and (2)

Low, consisting of all providers with less-than-median vehicle availability in the year prior to

the commencement of the experiment. We choose these subpopulations to understand how

providers who are new to the platform, and users who are “casual”—users with low vehicle

availability—potentially differ in their reactions compared to the overall population. Pre-

sumably, providers who are new or casual would react less strongly to the pricing mechanism

change compared to long-time users and “serious” users.

The results of our analysis are presented in the columns of the regression tables of Ap-

pendix B. We find that providers belonging to different subpopulations exhibit very similar

responses to the pricing mechanism change. This suggests that familiarity or inertia have

little impact on the responses of providers.

A.5 Post-experiment survey

To elicit additional feedback, the platform administered a survey after the end of the exper-

iment. The survey was administered to providers that were assigned to the two treatment

groups. These providers were asked whether they preferred setting their own prices or the

new pricing mechanism, and whether they reacted to the centrally set prices by reducing the

availability of their vehicles and by canceling booked transactions. In addition to questions

on a fixed scale, providers were also asked to provide free-form textual feedback describing

their experiences with centralized new pricing mechanism. The response rate was identical

across the two treatment groups, and equal to about 31 percent.

Figure 9 shows a bar plot for the responses of the subjects belonging to the two treatment

groups. Each question is depicted in the caption of each panel, and the set of possible answers

is depicted in the text of the horizontal axis. For the satisfaction question “Which of the

following best describes your experience with the new pricing feature?” which is depicted in

the top panel, the answers are ordered in increasing positivity of sentiment from left to right.

For the availability and cancelation questions, which are depicted in the middle and bottom

panels respectively, the answers are ordered in increasing agreement with the statement from

left to right.

Respondents reacted fairly negatively to the new feature in aggregate: 78% providers in

the experimental T1 preferred setting their own prices. However, providers who were allowed

to retain some pricing control reported substantially more positive attitudes towards the

new pricing mechanism, with only 48% percent of these providers preferring setting their

own prices. Furthermore, providers in the experimental T1 were more likely to reduce the
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availability of their assets, and to cancel booked transactions, compared to providers in the

experimental T2—similarly to the experimental estimates of Section 3. Taken together, the

findings from the post-experiment survey reaffirm the main empirical findings of the paper.

Figure 9: Answers to post-experiment survey questions

(i) “Which of the following best describes your experience with the new pricing feature?”
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(ii) “When prices were set by the platform, I reduced the availability of my vehicles.”
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(iii) “When prices were set by the platform, I canceled some bookings after they were made.”
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Notes: This figure plots the responses to questions administered to treated providers after the experimental

period. The phrasing of each question is given in the caption of each panel. The possible answers to each

question are given in the x-axis text of the respective panel.
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B Regression tables

Table 2: Effects of the experimental treatment on provider exit.

Dependent variable:

Provider Exit
ALL NEW LOW

(1) (2) (3)

T1 0.294∗∗∗ 0.302∗∗∗ 0.222∗∗∗

(0.029) (0.045) (0.042)

T2 0.151∗∗∗ 0.090∗ 0.098∗

(0.029) (0.042) (0.043)

Constant 0.088∗∗∗ 0.117∗∗∗ 0.107∗∗∗

(0.011) (0.017) (0.016)

Observations 1,218 615 609
R2 0.088 0.070 0.048

Notes: This table reports regressions where the dependent variable is provider exit from the platform. The

independent variables are indicators for each experimental group, with the control group excluded. The

subpopulation samples are defined as follows: ALL includes all providers, NEW includes providers with less-

than-median tenure on the platform by the time that the experiment started, and LOW includes providers

with lower-than-median vehicle availability. Figure 2 plots the treatment effects for the two treatment cells.

Significance indicators: p ≤ 0.1 : ‡, p ≤ 0.05 : ∗, p ≤ 0.01 : ∗∗, and p ≤ .001 : ∗ ∗ ∗.
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Table 3: Effects of the experimental treatment on availability.

Dependent variable:

Vehicle availability
ALL (c) NEW (c) LOW (c) ALL NEW LOW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

T1 −0.069∗ −0.108∗ −0.030 −0.189∗∗∗ −0.240∗∗∗ −0.099∗

(0.035) (0.053) (0.052) (0.029) (0.043) (0.042)

T2 −0.071∗ −0.119∗∗ −0.039 −0.124∗∗∗ −0.145∗∗∗ −0.050
(0.032) (0.043) (0.049) (0.029) (0.040) (0.043)

Constant 0.646∗∗∗ 0.665∗∗∗ 0.473∗∗∗ 0.614∗∗∗ 0.622∗∗∗ 0.447∗∗∗

(0.012) (0.017) (0.018) (0.012) (0.016) (0.017)

Observations 1,032 511 517 1,218 615 609
R2 0.008 0.020 0.002 0.042 0.060 0.010

Notes: This table reports regressions where the dependent variable is vehicle availability. The independent

variables are indicators for each experimental group, with the control group excluded. Columns (1)-(3) com-

pute the effects for providers who did not exit the platform. Columns (4)-(6) compute the effects for all

providers. The subpopulation samples are defined as follows: ALL includes all providers, NEW includes

providers with less-than-median tenure on the platform by the time that the experiment started, and LOW

includes providers with lower-than-median vehicle availability. Figure 2 plots the treatment effects for the

two treatment cells, for the estimation strategy of Columns (4)-(6). Significance indicators: p ≤ 0.1 : ‡,
p ≤ 0.05 : ∗, p ≤ 0.01 : ∗∗, and p ≤ .001 : ∗ ∗ ∗.
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Table 4: Effects of the experimental treatment on cancelation rate.

Dependent variable:

Transaction cancellation rate
ALL (c) NEW (c) LOW (c) ALL NEW LOW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

T1 0.066∗∗ 0.075∗ 0.118∗∗ 0.199∗∗∗ 0.227∗∗∗ 0.200∗∗∗

(0.023) (0.037) (0.037) (0.022) (0.034) (0.034)

T2 0.015 0.042 −0.009 0.129∗∗∗ 0.131∗∗∗ 0.097∗∗

(0.021) (0.030) (0.035) (0.022) (0.032) (0.035)

Constant 0.165∗∗∗ 0.173∗∗∗ 0.166∗∗∗ 0.170∗∗∗ 0.181∗∗∗ 0.169∗∗∗

(0.008) (0.011) (0.013) (0.009) (0.013) (0.013)

Observations 1,032 511 517 1,218 615 609
R2 0.008 0.011 0.021 0.077 0.083 0.059

Notes: This table reports regressions where the dependent variable is cancelation rate. The independent vari-

ables are indicators for each experimental group, with the control group excluded. Columns (1)-(3) compute

the effects for providers who did not exit the platform. Columns (4)-(6) compute the effects for all providers.

The subpopulation samples are defined as follows: ALL includes all providers, NEW includes providers with

less-than-median tenure on the platform by the time that the experiment started, and LOW includes providers

with lower-than-median vehicle availability. Figure 2 plots the treatment effects for the two treatment cells,

for the estimation strategy of Columns (4)-(6). Significance indicators: p ≤ 0.1 : ‡, p ≤ 0.05 : ∗, p ≤ 0.01 : ∗∗,
and p ≤ .001 : ∗ ∗ ∗.
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Table 5: Effects of the experimental treatment on revenue.

Dependent variable:

Provider revenue
ALL (c) NEW (c) LOW (c) ALL NEW LOW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

T1 452.509∗∗∗ 353.073∗∗ 396.348∗∗∗ 444.222∗∗∗ 385.416∗∗∗ 419.011∗∗∗

(86.812) (132.686) (102.832) (69.008) (102.361) (83.822)

T2 433.475∗∗∗ 425.332∗∗∗ 441.274∗∗∗ 439.419∗∗∗ 415.126∗∗∗ 440.215∗∗∗

(78.867) (107.782) (97.595) (68.659) (95.559) (85.620)

Constant 840.628∗∗∗ 852.448∗∗∗ 524.276∗∗∗ 786.122∗∗∗ 775.404∗∗∗ 487.425∗∗∗

(29.145) (41.386) (35.752) (27.343) (38.321) (32.940)

Observations 1,032 511 517 1,218 615 609
R2 0.047 0.039 0.058 0.055 0.045 0.069

Notes: This table reports regressions where the dependent variable is provider revenue. The independent vari-

ables are indicators for each experimental group, with the control group excluded. Columns (1)-(3) compute

the effects for providers who did not exit the platform. Columns (4)-(6) compute the effects for all providers.

The subpopulation samples are defined as follows: ALL includes all providers, NEW includes providers with

less-than-median tenure on the platform by the time that the experiment started, and LOW includes providers

with lower-than-median vehicle availability. Figure 2 plots the treatment effects for the two treatment cells,

for the estimation strategy of Columns (1)-(3). Significance indicators: p ≤ 0.1 : ‡, p ≤ 0.05 : ∗, p ≤ 0.01 : ∗∗,
and p ≤ .001 : ∗ ∗ ∗.
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Table 6: Effects of the experimental treatment on hours rented.

Dependent variable:

Hours rented
ALL (c) NEW (c) LOW (c) ALL NEW LOW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

T1 191.982∗∗∗ 158.760∗∗∗ 158.897∗∗∗ 185.170∗∗∗ 163.467∗∗∗ 157.463∗∗∗

(17.752) (26.569) (21.690) (14.121) (20.504) (17.688)

T2 140.298∗∗∗ 124.702∗∗∗ 133.896∗∗∗ 136.527∗∗∗ 120.121∗∗∗ 131.055∗∗∗

(16.127) (21.583) (20.585) (14.050) (19.142) (18.067)

Constant 140.093∗∗∗ 142.615∗∗∗ 85.566∗∗∗ 130.829∗∗∗ 129.517∗∗∗ 79.366∗∗∗

(5.960) (8.287) (7.541) (5.595) (7.676) (6.951)

Observations 1,032 511 517 1,218 615 609
R2 0.143 0.108 0.142 0.160 0.128 0.159

Notes: This table reports regressions where the dependent variable is the number of hours providers’ cars

were rented. The independent variables are indicators for each experimental group, with the control group

excluded. Columns (1)-(3) compute the effects for providers who did not exit the platform. Columns (4)-

(6) compute the effects for all providers. The subpopulation samples are defined as follows: ALL includes

all providers, NEW includes providers with less-than-median tenure on the platform by the time that the

experiment started, and LOW includes providers with lower-than-median vehicle availability. Figure 2 plots

the treatment effects for the two treatment cells, for the estimation strategy of Columns (1)-(3). Significance

indicators: p ≤ 0.1 : ‡, p ≤ 0.05 : ∗, p ≤ 0.01 : ∗∗, and p ≤ .001 : ∗ ∗ ∗.
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Table 7: Effects of the experimental treatment on revenue per hour rented.

Dependent variable:

Hours rented
ALL (c) NEW (c) LOW (c) ALL NEW LOW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

T1 −1.659∗∗∗ −1.704∗ −0.823 −1.539∗∗∗ −1.548∗∗ −0.633
(0.498) (0.765) (0.689) (0.392) (0.588) (0.558)

T2 −0.828‡ −0.775 0.355 −0.584 −0.564 0.419
(0.452) (0.622) (0.654) (0.390) (0.549) (0.570)

Constant 6.291∗∗∗ 6.452∗∗∗ 4.799∗∗∗ 6.011∗∗∗ 6.045∗∗∗ 4.551∗∗∗

(0.167) (0.239) (0.239) (0.155) (0.220) (0.219)

Observations 1,032 511 517 1,218 615 609
R2 0.013 0.012 0.004 0.013 0.012 0.004

Notes: This table reports regressions where the dependent variable is the revenue per hour a vehicle is

rented. The independent variables are indicators for each experimental group, with the control group excluded.

Columns (1)-(3) compute the effects for providers who did not exit the platform. Columns (4)-(6) compute the

effects for all providers. The subpopulation samples are defined as follows: ALL includes all providers, NEW

includes providers with less-than-median tenure on the platform by the time that the experiment started, and

LOW includes providers with lower-than-median vehicle availability. Figure 2 plots the treatment effects for

the two treatment cells, for the estimation strategy of Columns (1)-(3) Significance indicators: p ≤ 0.1 : ‡,
p ≤ 0.05 : ∗, p ≤ 0.01 : ∗∗, and p ≤ .001 : ∗ ∗ ∗.
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Table 8: Effects of the experimental treatment on revenue per mile.

Dependent variable:

Hours rented
ALL (c) NEW (c) LOW (c) ALL NEW LOW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

T1 −0.431∗∗∗ −0.389∗∗∗ −0.402∗∗∗ −0.290∗∗∗ −0.257∗ −0.123
(0.083) (0.114) (0.116) (0.076) (0.104) (0.114)

T2 −0.290∗∗∗ −0.265∗∗ −0.206‡ −0.109 −0.106 0.095
(0.075) (0.093) (0.110) (0.075) (0.097) (0.116)

Constant 1.230∗∗∗ 1.213∗∗∗ 1.208∗∗∗ 0.912∗∗∗ 0.899∗∗∗ 0.694∗∗∗

(0.028) (0.036) (0.040) (0.030) (0.039) (0.045)

Observations 1,032 511 517 1,218 615 609
R2 0.035 0.034 0.027 0.013 0.011 0.004

Notes: This table reports regressions where the dependent variable is the revenue per mile a vehicle is used. The

independent variables are indicators for each experimental group, with the control group excluded. Columns

(1)-(3) compute the effects for providers who did not exit the platform. Columns (4)-(6) compute the effects

for all providers. The subpopulation samples are defined as follows: ALL includes all providers, NEW includes

providers with less-than-median tenure on the platform by the time that the experiment started, and LOW

includes providers with lower-than-median vehicle availability. Figure 3 plots the treatment effects for the

two treatment cells, for the estimation strategy of Columns (1)-(3). Significance indicators: p ≤ 0.1 : ‡,
p ≤ 0.05 : ∗, p ≤ 0.01 : ∗∗, and p ≤ .001 : ∗ ∗ ∗.
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Table 9: Effects of the experimental treatment on revenue per transaction.

Dependent variable:

Hours rented
ALL (c) NEW (c) LOW (c) ALL NEW LOW

(1) (2) (3) (4) (5) (6)

T1 −11.570∗∗ −15.028∗ −10.322‡ −0.953 −2.985 6.477
(4.421) (6.708) (5.841) (4.581) (6.888) (6.825)

T2 −2.716 1.086 −5.994 9.092∗ 8.152 11.696‡

(4.016) (5.449) (5.544) (4.558) (6.430) (6.972)

Constant 79.336∗∗∗ 78.273∗∗∗ 78.744∗∗∗ 58.543∗∗∗ 58.371∗∗∗ 44.903∗∗∗

(1.484) (2.092) (2.031) (1.815) (2.579) (2.682)

Observations 1,032 511 517 1,218 615 609
R2 0.007 0.010 0.007 0.003 0.003 0.005

Notes: This table reports regressions where the dependent variable is the revenue per transaction made. The

independent variables are indicators for each experimental group, with the control group excluded. Columns

(1)-(3) compute the effects for providers who did not exit the platform. Columns (4)-(6) compute the effects

for all providers. The subpopulation samples are defined as follows: ALL includes all providers, NEW includes

providers with less-than-median tenure on the platform by the time that the experiment started, and LOW

includes providers with lower-than-median vehicle availability. Figure 3 plots the treatment effects for the

two treatment cells, for the estimation strategy of Columns (1)-(3). Significance indicators: p ≤ 0.1 : ‡,
p ≤ 0.05 : ∗, p ≤ 0.01 : ∗∗, and p ≤ .001 : ∗ ∗ ∗.
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Table 10: Effects of price centralization on provider outcomes (window size = three weeks)

Dependent variable:

Revenue Hours rented
PLACEBO ACTUAL PLACEBO ACTUAL

(1) (2) (3) (4)

post −184.598∗∗∗ −133.779∗∗∗ −15.985∗∗∗ −7.010∗∗

(30.887) (21.002) (2.872) (2.252)

Constant 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(22.129) (15.193) (2.063) (1.639)

R2 0.016 0.015 0.016 0.005
Adjusted R2 0.015 0.015 0.016 0.004

Notes: This table reports regressions where the dependent variable is provider revenue and hours rented, and

the independent variables indicate whether the outcome is measured after the imposition of centralized pricing.

The sample of observations is constructed by measuring the dependent variable totals using a window size of

three weeks. For confidentiality purposes, we do not report the number of users, and the estimates of β0 (the

pre-period average). Figure 4 plots the difference-in-differences treatment effect estimate as the percentage

change over the outcome of the “actual” year. Significance indicators: p ≤ 0.1 : ‡, p ≤ 0.05 : ∗, p ≤ 0.01 : ∗∗,
and p ≤ .001 : ∗ ∗ ∗.
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Table 11: Effects of price centralization on provider outcomes (window size = six weeks)

Dependent variable:

Revenue Hours rented
PLACEBO ACTUAL PLACEBO ACTUAL

(1) (2) (3) (4)

post −390.650∗∗∗ −283.017∗∗∗ −21.127∗∗∗ −7.583∗∗∗

(44.401) (33.424) (1.992) (1.693)

Constant 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(32.061) (24.250) (1.443) (1.235)

R2 0.030 0.024 0.049 0.008
Adjusted R2 0.030 0.024 0.049 0.008

Notes: This table reports regressions where the dependent variable is provider revenue and hours rented, and

the independent variables indicate whether the outcome is measured after the imposition of centralized pricing.

The sample of observations is constructed by measuring the dependent variable totals using a window size of

six weeks. For confidentiality purposes, we do not report the number of users, and the estimates of β0 (the

pre-period average). Figure 4 plots the difference-in-differences treatment effect estimate as the percentage

change over the outcome of the “actual” year. Significance indicators: p ≤ 0.1 : ‡, p ≤ 0.05 : ∗, p ≤ 0.01 : ∗∗,
and p ≤ .001 : ∗ ∗ ∗.
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Table 12: Effects of price centralization on provider outcomes (window size = nine weeks)

Dependent variable:

Revenue Hours rented
PLACEBO ACTUAL PLACEBO ACTUAL

(1) (2) (3) (4)

post −486.111∗∗∗ −299.364∗∗∗ −17.162∗∗∗ −3.960∗∗

(54.434) (45.456) (1.614) (1.525)

Constant 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(39.643) (33.023) (1.180) (1.114)

R2 0.029 0.014 0.045 0.003
Adjusted R2 0.028 0.014 0.045 0.002

Notes: This table reports regressions where the dependent variable is provider revenue and hours rented, and

the independent variables indicate whether the outcome is measured after the imposition of centralized pricing.

The sample of observations is constructed by measuring the dependent variable totals using a window size of

nine weeks. For confidentiality purposes, we do not report the number of users, and the estimates of β0 (the

pre-period average). Figure 4 plots the difference-in-differences treatment effect estimate as the percentage

change over the outcome of the “actual” year. Significance indicators: p ≤ 0.1 : ‡, p ≤ 0.05 : ∗, p ≤ 0.01 : ∗∗,
and p ≤ .001 : ∗ ∗ ∗.
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Table 13: Effects of price centralization on provider outcomes (window size = twelve weeks)

Dependent variable:

Revenue Hours rented
PLACEBO ACTUAL PLACEBO ACTUAL

(1) (2) (3) (4)

post −662.698∗∗∗ −421.306∗∗∗ −16.393∗∗∗ −2.867‡

(62.281) (55.889) (1.493) (1.483)

Constant 0.000 0.000 0.000 0.000
(45.634) (40.798) (1.101) (1.089)

R2 0.037 0.017 0.046 0.001
Adjusted R2 0.036 0.017 0.046 0.001

Notes: This table reports regressions where the dependent variable is provider revenue and hours rented,

and the independent variables indicate whether the outcome is measured after the imposition of centralized

pricing. The sample of observations is constructed by measuring the dependent variable totals using a window

size of twelve weeks. For confidentiality purposes, we do not report the number of users, and the estimates

of β0 (the pre-period average). Figure 4 plots the difference-in-differences treatment effect estimate as the

percentage change over the outcome of the “actual” year. Significance indicators: p ≤ 0.1 : ‡, p ≤ 0.05 : ∗,
p ≤ 0.01 : ∗∗, and p ≤ .001 : ∗ ∗ ∗.
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